How sympathetic tone maintains or alters arterial pressure.
After chronic sympathectomy or sinoaortic denervation (SAD), arterial pressure (AP) becomes extremely unstable, especially because of movement-related depressor episodes. The simultaneous measurement of AP and regional blood flows in sympathectomized and SAD rats indicates that these depressor episodes are accompanied by strong regional vasodilations, possibly involving an autoregulatory component. The sympathetic nervous system, mainly through baroreflex modulation of its activity, overrides these responses and thereby, considerably limits the AP variability. In the conscious unrestrained rat, AP fluctuates in a narrow range (variation coefficients calculated over 1-hour beat-to-beat recordings are typically approximately 5%). This variability of AP involves sympathetically-mediated pressor episodes that are coupled to behavior and alerting environmental stimuli. Regarding the latter, studies in SAD rats point to an opposing interaction between centrally-induced sympathoexcitation and baroreflex activation. Another component of normal AP variability appears as an oscillation centered around 0.4 Hz. Spectral analysis of AP and regional hemodynamic variables indicates that this oscillation is secondary to rhythmic fluctuations in the vasomotor sympathetic tone that are synchronized by the arterial baroreceptor reflex. It is concluded that both stability and normal variability of AP critically depend on the baroreflex control of the sympathetic vascular tone.